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This paper describes the work of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency Expert Group on
Source Convergence in Criticality Safety Analysis. A set of test problems is presented,
some computational results are given, and the effects of source convergence difficulties are
described.
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1. Introduction Party on Nuclear Cticality Safety established an Expert
Group on Source Convergence in Criticality Safety Analysis n

Slow source convergence has long been a challenge in the the fall Of 1999 O Of the group's objectives is to improve
analysis of some loosely coupled neutrorucs problems, ranging criticality safi* walyses with respect to source cnvergence
from the Whitesides critiWity of the workf " problem by comparing source convergence methods and tests, and by
identified in 1971 to some very rcent burnap credit publishing and sharing irtfbirmatim on source convergence
benchmark calculation comparisons nder the auspices of the problems relating to nticahty safety analysis- Te Eert
OECDNuclearEnergyAgency NEA).2 A i the CM Of Group is cmprised of about en participating Loratories in
Monte Carlo calculations, slow convergence and sistical six countries, meeting annually o review progress and pan
fluctuations can combine to produce unreliable source further work. The technical work is ftinded through
distributions and fission rates and underestirriate boih kff and programs at the participating institutions.

its uncertainty. Moreover, dime calculations ae characterized
by a sls ependence of the results on the mitial source 2. Source Convergence Test Problems
d5tribution, an indication did source convergence is not
achieved. Ts problem Ls especially imlxxtant when no A set of four idealized test problems that represent
symptoms of non-convergence are apparent to the analyst cases previously encountered in real criticality safety
References 3 4 and describe some of the work on Monte analyses has been developed. Their specifications have
Carlo source convergence methods. been modified to simplify input preparation and to reduce

Obviously, the ftindarnental parameter of interest in computation times, while retaining the source convergence
criticality sakty analysis Ls the systern eigenvalue. It will be properties ofthe original system. These axe mom test problems
seen that the effect on kff of incomplete convergence and oher than benchmark poblems in that they are used as a basis for
related computational difficulties Ls frequently small, but our cmWwn of source convergence performance, rather than
premise is dim an eigenvalue poduced using an unconverged comparison ofphysics results.
source is not eliably estimated and should not be used in a Although all of these problem can be deemed to
safLty analysis. Consequently in this work, both eigenvalues experience slow convergence, the dependence of the
and fssion distributions are examined to assess the state of eigenvalue on the degree of source convergence is highly
convergence. Although results reported here were from variable. Each exhibits slow convergence undersarnpling
Monte Carlo calculations, additional work has been effects, source-related statistical anomalies, or some
done using deterministic methods. combination of these effects. The effects of differences in

To explore these problems for the benefit of the nuclear data, ftwWort equation approximations, ad reference
international criticality sa* commuruty, the NEA Working solutions have not been thoroughly examined bcause they am
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outside of the sope of the program. Instead, die focus has Figure 2 shows the influence of Monte Carlo
been ori convergenc ad satistical behavior. computational Me&v on estimated fission disinbutions when

a shraightforward generafion-by-generatim power iteration is
2.1 Checkerboard Fuel Storage Array used Since the status of the fission source onverge= Ls

Test problem 1, submitted by N. mith (Answers Software), manifested mainly along the x-axis, we show only the fission
is a W storage facility surrounded by concrete on throe sides fractions for row 3 Which includes the location with the most
and water on the fourth in which 36 klentical fresh fuel reactive cell The most cnservative strategy of the specified
assemblies with about 5 weigh prcent enriched U02 and Zr cases (case 27 uform initial souiv,, 5000 histories per
clad arc stored in an alternating checkaboard) pattern with generation, slap 100 before tallying) does ientify the most
empty location% in a suare grid composed of 0.5cm steel reactive anay elenica bid badly underestimates its fission rate
plateL The fueled locations consist of a square pin lattice, and unless more than 500 generations am skiipped As commonly
all locations are flooded with water Figure I shows a plan happens for very slowly converging problems, the
view. uncertainties are aso underestimated inside' g the number of

histories pr genetation to 250M subs(antiallyj bothIF111mves)n rte and its un, estimat Skjppingthe cel (Q) fissi( certainiv C;
500 generations instead of 100, arm] toying over I(M
enciations brin ' the fissiondistribution dlosk'to

5P5EPT3rJ 9 gs �' , convergence
Table I shows the rnge of eigenvalues aong die cases for
each code Wiich can be viewed as a man of die
Uncertainty due to the choice of Monte'CM0 ornpu04al

(23-)
patametem The table also shows the differences be the
largest eigerivalue aW case 27. Which aong Ithe DVV�Ified

2.5anwAlapp the 1 to A reterence. The last digiit(s) of the
Cle� the

54- bike(m Am pftdij W

uncertainties, so these cases am deemed to suffer from

insufficient source convergence and/or inaccutate satistical
Fir, Checkerboard siJent fuel layout, treatment. Statistical tests we unable to detect the

eigenvalue drift ypically 0002) uring source iterations At
Adjacent fuel elements a almost oonTletcly decoupled. least 700 slap gerierations are equired to cnverge the source

so deterministic and Monte Carlo calculations sufter from using conventional power iterations
ex

.M eadow converge=. A simplified calculation using
VW established do the probability tat a nutron bom. in one 00 H/G. Skip 100, Score 500
subassembly one colunui will cause a fission a particular 95obO H/G, Skip 1 00, Score, 00

neigiftring column is about .006 The converged fission mie 25000 H/G, Skip 500, Score 1000
peaks in the upper left comer location 1,3) due to the superior
reflecting poperties of concn%; so a uniform guess, Ls quite

1 0.45
unrealisti ahough such a guess is suggested by the problem 1 0.40 -

layout. For the fission sites in 23,3) to collect in unit 1,3),
many generations will be required. Monte Carlo calculations 1 0.35

may aso show the eects of undersampling if hisufficient 1 .0 0.30
U

numbers of histories per generation are used T 0.25
U.

A set of 36 cases was defined across which several Monte r- 0.20

Cado parameters were varied 'Me utriba of nutrons Per 0.15

generation IN% set at IOW, 2000, or M . The number of LL
0.10

gauations skipped was 20, 40, or I 0. The starting source 0.05

distributions wre other uniform a in location (1,I) a in
location 12,2), or a in location 23,3). Some participants 0.00
performed additional calculati skippiti niany more 0 5 10 15 20

ons g 25

generations a uing many more neutron pr genenition, or CeIlGolumn4

simplifying ft geometry further to study the convergence
behavior or to quantify he ffects of the asymmetric reflection
in the x-y plane on the converged fsion source and Fig, 2 Checkerboard row 3 fission friction profiles
eigenvalue.

Results were submitted by nine participants fix)m four 2.2 Depleted Fuel Pin Array
countries. The codes used were KENO, MCNP 4B and 4C, Test problem 2 subinittod. by Y Naito (NAIS), is a flooded
VUVL MOREP, and MONK8A- Bemuse the source infinite lattice of depleted WR pins Sx cases are considered
converges ery slowly, its drift is not ovious from the dft in which describe various symmetric and non-symmetric axial
the eigenvalue during the course of the calculation. composition profiles due ither to axial enrichment Vading or
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Table 4ff ranges (and uncertainties) over a caseN and A 25.7 cm length of high-burnup, low-multiplication fuel
difference between la st eigenvalue and case 27. in the enter decouples ie two ractive ends. Because there

Participant/Code tT)- are only two reactive regions, urdersampling is not
Min(kty) Case 27 krr experien cod at either end. Nevertheless, a Monte Carlo

ANL/VlMa 0.0040 16) 0.0010 16) calculation with a tractable number of histories will be
JAERI/MCNP4B2 0.0050 9) 0.0025 9) eqectively unable to generate fissions in the high-burnup
JNC/KENO-Va" 0.0063 (18) 0.0011 14) section. Neutron tiansport between the ends will therefore
KFKI/1\4CNP4Ca 0.0038 14) 0.0010 9) not speed the redistribution of fission sites to he firridamental

LANL/MCNP4C" 0.0053 12) 0.0023 6) Mode-
ORNUKENO-Va' 0.0043 (10) 0.0000 (lo)- Eight participants frorn five cuntries submitted results,

using MORET4. MCNP 4B and 4C, KENO, and VIM.Answers/MONK8A" 0.0047 12) 0.0017 (8)
a Figur 4 shows the slow eolution of the fission sourceEMS/KENO-Va, 0.0065 (18) 0.0025 14)
a distribution in case 23, the most nearly syrnmetric of theIRSN/MORET4 0.0050 12) 0.0029 9)

IRSN/MORET4" 0.0077 14) 0.0045 9) asymmetric pent fuel cases. The axial composition ky is
shown below the pot. For the cases with a larger asymmetry,

IRSN/MORET40 0.0407 9) 0.0395 7)
a ion, b source convergence is significaridy faster, although still
Cconventional power iteral . superhistory method, somewhat slow� The axially symmetric cases appeared to
stratified sampling produce non-symmetric fission dstributions bt ere in fact

to an idealized burnup profile. This is a simplified version of exhibiting underestimates of fission rate uncertainties. The,
nearly symnietric cases require about 600 generations for

the NEA Bumup Cdit (Phase HI-A) Benchmark Problem-. source convergence, and the eigenvalue dft during
Figure 3 shows the axial layout of the pin ell. 'he lattice Ptch convergence is about 0.005.
is 133 m, the fuel radius is 0412 cm and the cladding radius
isO.475cm. hfuelpimend,�Nithal.75cin-longendplug., COE-02

there am 30 cm ater rflectors beyond both nds of the
pins. 3.5E-02 cycle 100 77-

3.OE-02 cycle 300
land Aug (1.75cm)

2.5E-027 Or
.win 21) 2.OE-02

2 I 5E-02
-So i i 24)

I.OE-02

3
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Fig, 4 Tpical source evolution in the depleted pin ell
J'Ud egh)IIS problem case 23.

2.3 Loosely Uranyl Nitrate Slabs
Problem 3 Figure 5). submitted by T Yamamoto (JAERI)-

2W,7an (55) 6 describes two slabs of uranyl ninte sohition decoupled by an
intervening modeming slab of water similar to the problem
described in reference 4 The solution contains W) gU/ a 0

7 wt.'Yo enrichment and 1.0 ioIA nitric acid The twelve cases
21k-m consist of varying the left solution slab tickness to 12, 15, 18.

and 20 m, and the moderating slab to IO- 20, and 30 cni. Tis
problem was used to test a fission matrix method wich acts

9
- as a restoring force to unduly fluctuating fission

distributions.
One computational difficully discovered is that die

homogenized ompositions exacerbate the ill effects of using
collisions to generate fission sites, a common Mte Carlo

Fig. 3 Depleted pin ell. (bumups in MWD/M`M). ot to tocMque. When combined Niifli the system's sow
scale convergence. ie result is a serious underestimate in reaction

rate variances. Tis was most cleativ evident in ie moderate1v
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decoupled symmetric case 20-30-20) shown in Figure 6,
when the fission fraction ratios reached 40.

0 a CD (D 0

WCU11111 ow�lnlhzdc II, Vulum

mikle miable 20cni 0 e 0 a

Reflmlivc 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 5 Uranyl nitrate slabs Fig. 7 5x5 I array of spheres (not to scale)

I W The center sphere is much larger than the other 24 so
VIM(colWon) source sites will accurnulate in it while the source is
VIKANNIAILNI) I converging. Unlike the checkerboard test problem
MCNI, where a nearly one-dimensional array of cells acts to

W inhibit convergence, each sphere is directly coupled to
two to four others in its row and column, and to
roughly half of the spheres. The specified initial
source contains only 125 neutrons per generation with
a single neutron at the center of each sphere and IO 1
concentrated at the center of the lower left comer
sphere.

I Figure shows the evolution of a few fission
fractions from a set of 10 statistically independent

0 M 2W 300 4W 5W 000 replica calculations. The randomness introduced by
GeTy-umm undersampling is dramatic, and is easily reduced by

increasing the number of histories per generation. It is
Fig. 6 Fission source ratio for three source treatmen

clear that this problem does not Sffer from slow

Selecting fission sites on absorption produced a dramatic convergence per se; once the central sphere contains a
reduction in the fission distribution variation during the few fission sites, its fission fraction rapidly
calculation. Even when 2000 histories per generation are approaches convergence. In fact, this problem
sampled, undersampling is possible, especially in the most converges easily when a uniform initial source is used.

decoupled of the symmetric systems. Increasing the
generation size to 20,000 substantially reduced the fluctuations
by reducing statistical variations. o.8

Seven pticipants in four countries submitted results using LL

VIM, KENO-Va, MORET4 (both conventional power .2 0.6
iterations and superhistory powering), and MCNP413 and 4C. .4U�
Due to relatively good coupling between the end slabs, the LI, 0.4
cases with the I cm water slab did not suffer from large
fluctuations in fission distribution. When the water slab cn 0.2
thickness was 30 cm, however, large fluctuations esulted, with

Afission fi-action ratios approaching 10. In the most asymmetric r- 0
cases, even with a 30 cm water slab, the source requi only 0 0 50 100 150 200

about 20 generations to converge. The eigenvalue drift Batch (5 Gene rations/Batch)
during convergence is about 0.01.

Fig. 8 5x5x I an-ay source evolution in the central sphere
2.4 5x5x5 Array of Metal Spheres

Problem 4 (Figure 7), submitted by 0. Jacquet (IRSN), is a Monte Carlo results were submitted by each
reduced-scale (5x5x 1) version 12 of the Whitesides problem, an participant for 100 statistically independent replica
an-ay of metal spheres in vacuum. The initial source is chosen calculations. This allowed estimation of the
to be far fiom the converged source distribution, possibly probability that the source fails to converge. In 100
resulting in a badly underestimated k&. replicas, between 100 and 900 skip generations were
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required to converge the fission source. The Am Nud. AaW, Vol 113, No. 2 pp. 63-83 1986).
eigenvalue drift during convergence is 006. The 4) T YAMAMOTO, TNAKAMURA, and Y MIYOSK
MORET4 results sere generated using three different "Fission 5ource Convergence ofMonte Carlo Criticality
methods, i.e., stratified sampling, superhistory Calculations in Wakly Coupled Fissile Arrays;V ofNucl
powering, and conventional power iterations. The two Sd aid Tech., Vol. 37, No. 1, pp. 41-45, January, 2000.
enhanced methods produce superior performance. A. MOHANIED and E. GELBARD,"Stratified

Source-Sampling Techniques for Monte Carlo Eigenvalue
4. Conclusion Analysis;'Proc lit Conf On Pkoics qfNucle4r Science

The test problem comparison program of the expert and Tedpwlo�y, Hauppage� MY, Oc 58,1998.
group has stimulated a useful set of investigations into 6) "I"he OECD/NEA Expert Group on Source Convergence
the algorithm currently used to propagate neutron in Criticality-Safety Analys&I web site at
sources in Monte Carlo calculations. It is common bWVAywwmmjjnLsj� cony ec&�hidex
knowledge that understanding the underlying physics html.
of criticality problems is necessary to ensure 7) "SCALE: A Modular Code System for Performing
satisfactory source convergence in criticality Standardized ComputerAnalyses for Licensing
calculations These test problems demonstrate that Evaluation," NUREGICR-0200, Rev. 6
reliance on statistical tests applied to eigenvalue (ORNLNUREG/CSD-24tqVbls. IL ad III
estimates cannot be relied upon to detect inadequate (December, 1999).
source convergence. Furthermore, statistical tests 8) J. E Briesmeister, Ed.,'%4CNP -A General Monte Carlo
commonly applied to detect non-convergence are N-ParticleTransportCodeVersion413:' LA-12625
being evaluated, and new ones are being proposed and (1997).
tested. 9) R. N. Blomqui% 'MM Continuous Energy Monte Carlo

Transport Code," Proc lit Conf On Ma&maucs,
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